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Gym Gear Elite Series
Smith Machine

£3,500.00

Product Images

Short Description

Put simply, the Gym Gear Elite Series Smith Machine is a high quality piece of commercial gym equipment. It
is sturdily built and incredibly stable when in use. With the smooth vertical sliding action of the Olympic bar,
you have the comfort of the easy lock offs making it safe no matter how heavy the weight loaded onto it.

With the additional six weight storage horns, 10 different racking positions and the 20kg weighted bar, you
can perform your bench or standing work and focus on your form. Use Olympic plates up to 250kg on the bar
and then sotre with the hrosn for safety. It's a compact and simple solution for many gyms.

Choosing Your Smith Press Machine
Whether you want to perform squats, bench press, shoulder press or even incline press, the Gym Gear Elite
Series Smith Machine is a commercial grade machine that's up for the job. You are buying commercial
quality, which means it will last too. Smith machines are a great piece of kit to allow your members to
perform squats and presses in safety. Simply load the bar with weight plates and squat in confidence.

The Elite Series Smith machine will complement any gym and will be a focal point for your members. Durable
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and excellent value for money, order now or add to your design wish list.

Key Features
20kg Olympic Smith Bar
10 different racking positions
Commercial linear bearings for super smooth glide
6 x Olympic weight plate storage pins
Maximum load is 250kg
High quality, commercial gym equipment
Heavy duty steel frame
Solid and simple design
Minimimal footprint

Additional Information

SKU GG-ELITE-033

Weight 178.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Commercial use

Warranty 1 Year Parts and Labour Warranty

Made From 2.5 - 2.75mm by 50 x 100mm racetrack tubing, electro-
welded

Additional Features 10 Racking positions

Length Dimensions 2240mm

Width Dimensions 1330mm

Height Dimensions 2370mm
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